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Introduction
Cooperative Design [11] is often revered as a powerful tool
to empower users to be part of the design process and,
thereby, having an equitable say in the design of things
for them. One of the most highly regarded methods of co-
design with children is Cooperative Inquiry as described by
Druin[3]. In Cooperative Inquiry, children work with adults
as partners in the design of new technologies for children.
As described, the bulk of the literature focuses on the Uni-
versity of Maryland’s Cooperative Inquiry instantiate, Kid-
steam. Kidsteam draws from children ages 7 to 11 in the
College Park, Maryland geographical area. Guha [4] found
that parents thought the experience was positive for chil-
dren and, most recently, McNally [7] reported the perceived
gains of collaboration, communication, design process
knowledge, and confidence. Kidsteam is an excellent op-



portunity for children to obtain skills and strategies that
could positively impact their lives.

Useful design input and benefits to participants were the
main reasons I started my own Kidsteam at the University
of Baltimore.

There is one problem: who decides who can participate in
Kidsteam? The obvious answer is the design team organiz-
ers. This paper will lay out a few ways that classism and a
lack of effort on the part of design researchers contributes
to a lack of participation in design teams. In my group, Kid-
steamUB, I put out an open call to a number of mailing lists,
social media outlets, and emails to friends with children. My
group meets at the University of Baltimore’s Digital Whimsy
Lab. Our University is (literally) centrally located in the city.
My first few years saw a number of participants from the
area surrounding the University as well as south east and
south Baltimore. These neighborhoods are in what social
scientists call Baltimore’s “White L” [2], an area with a num-
ber of resources and advantages over the majority of the
areas within the city.

In order to understand my attempts at equity and equality in
co-design, it is important to understand Baltimore’s history
of segregation and the inherent classism in university spon-
sored co-design teams. I will discuss these and my team’s
work on attempting to bring equity and equality to co-design
in Baltimore.

Baltimore
Baltimore has a rather infamous history of racial segre-
gation. In 1910, the city passed the United State’s first
racial zoning ordinance to keep “poor blacks” quarantined
in slums to, among other things, keep the property values
high in white neighborhoods [8] (as seen in [9]). This meant
that a black family could not move onto a block that was

predominantly white [6]. The city was the first in the nation
with electric streetcars and these are credited with lead-
ing to white-only suburbs and creating transit based, racial
segregation.

Today, the city can be thought of as two cities due to the
hyper-segregation that persists: the white “L”, and the “Black
Butterfly” [2]. The “L” is serviced by light rail, subway, and
free buses while the “butterfly” is serviced by pay-for-use
buses. The “L” contains the neighborhoods that are consid-
ered desirable while the “butterfly” contains low-property
values and, often, high violent crime rates. For more infor-
mation on Baltimore’s history of segregation, I recommend
watching [9] and reading [6].

KidsteamUB Shortcomings
As previously mentioned, most of KidsteamUB’s partici-
pants came from the more affluent parts of the city. The
children are dropped off by a parent at 3:45PM, twice a
week. The children are then picked up again at 5:15PM.
Some parents shared driving responsibilities. There is
something very privileged about those that can partici-
pate: most have access to a car (or live in the affluent ar-
eas within walking distance) and have a parent who is not
working in the early afternoon. In four years, two partic-
ipants signed up who were from non-affluent areas, but,
one never showed up. The second one did attend Kidstea-
mUB until his mother’s work prohibited him from coming. I’d
like to describe his and his mother’s experiences coming to
KidsteamUB as a case of why the current system does not
lead to equitable design.

Paul (not his real name) and his mother would take a bus
for around 30 minutes from their north east baltimore neigh-
borhood to get to the light-rail train system. They would take
the light-rail for 15 minutes to get to the stop nearest our



University. They would then walk a few blocks and meet
the other participants at the drop-off site. His mother would
wait for 90 minutes in the area and then “pick him up” at the
end. Later in the year, her work schedule changed and she
could no longer take him to and from KidsteamUB. We tried
to include him in later design sessions and were somewhat
successful as discussed in [10]. Regardless of his inclusion
in the online team, his experiences highlight the challenges
of those who come from economically distressed areas.

In another way our group precludes voices in the design
process was our reliance on time commitments. I was un-
able to attract participants who are highly active in extracur-
ricular activities like sports. The commitment of one school
year, twice a week was too great for those children and their
families regardless of socio-economic situations. In fact, I
also thought the idea of the design team being “free” as a
draw for families, when in reality, families could feel the time
commitment is actually a cost.

Redefining KidsteamUB
To address these shortcomings, I made two decisions that
move KidsteamUB away from Cooperative Inquiry and into
a yet-to-be-defined co-design space.

In order to address the latter problem, I reconfigured Kid-
steamUB to only meet once a week and for only four weeks.
I saw an uptick in participation and had a relatively diverse
group of eight participants made up of four girls and four
boys with four participants being children of color. We worked
with National Public Radio to design a new audio expe-
rience for children which is further discussed in [1]. The
short, focused group led to some fun designs and didn’t
seem to take away from the design partner relationship that
occurs in Cooperative Inquiry.

The former problem is a much more complex problem to

tackle. In order to reach more children and include more
children in the design process, I worked with Baltimore’s
Enoch Pratt Free Library system to host a co-design team
at a local library in a non-affluent neighborhood that bet-
ter reflected the demographics of Baltimore. We mirrored
the four-week, one topic style that we switched to in Kid-
steamUB. We did not require children to participate in every
session and opened the ages to be slightly younger than
seven or slightly older than eleven. We saw 12 different
children participate over the course of the four weeks while
only about four participated week to week.

There were some interesting operational differences be-
tween KidsteamUB and Kidsteam in the Library. First, the
library staff informed us that consent forms would be near
impossible to have signed by parents. For the most part,
the children at the library after school were there as a de-
facto childcare and their parents or guardians were not
present. Second, the children were used to coming and
going as they wished which empowered to children to just
get up and leave for 10 to 15 minutes at a time and then
come back.

We submitted a protocol to our Institutional Review Board
that asked for consent forms to not be required. The full-
board review asked that we send them home even if we
thought they would not be returned. We did create an as-
cent form that was required for all participants. Both the
consent form and ascent form were rewritten from our stan-
dard form to be more accessible to low-literate readers.

Our design sessions were to create technology to help keep
you safe in your neighborhood. One designer created a hat
that when worn, would stop cars from hitting you in cross
walks. Another designer built a set of bullet-proof wings not
unlike the Marvel character Falcon. He said that he made
them in case of a shooting in his neighborhood. That way,



he could hind behind the wings and then fly away.

Implications
As a design research nerd, or scholar, I can tell you that
the new way our team is doing co-design is most certainly
not Cooperative Inquiry. The shorter time frame makes it
seem more like Bonded Design [5]. However, the perme-
ability of the team, the single focus, and the focus on equity
in the design process, I would disagree with the assertion.
Instead, I don’t know what it is. Reflecting on my scholar-
ship, I would say that it is much more like the Scandinavian
philosophy of co-design than anything we see in the US.

Much co-design happens in the US as a way to make a
better product, but, little gives a place to all parties in the
design process, especially those parties often precluded
or systematically excluded from that process. I think that is
my expectations for this workshop: to begin to discuss the
techniques and methods that not only create inclusion in
the design process, but also break down barriers of class
and circumstance when developing co-design groups.

Discussion Questions
1. How can members of the IDC community tackle the

lack of inclusion in co-design?

2. Are our failings due to racial bias or class bias? Is
this a cultural problem? How do other countries ad-
dress this?

3. How can technology be used to solve this?

4. Does the nature of thing being designed necessitate
a different level of effort to create inclusiveness?
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